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About This Game

The classic particle puzzler finally arrives on Steam! Turn light into sound in this multi-award winning game. Auditorium is
about the process of discovery and play. There are no right or wrong answers, and there are any number of ways to solve each
puzzle. See why Auditorium has won countless awards and is considered the Second Best Browser Game of All Time. To get

started, turn up your sound and fill up the first audio container!

We hope you enjoy playing in our Auditorium!
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Nice game with good music and puzzles. A decent, simple music puzzle game that has a fair bit of complexity in later levels but
can take a little bit of time to ramp.

Each "Act" features a different piece of music which you create by sending a stream of music across different bars. Each set of
bars will be a different part (melody, bass, secondary, etc) which combine to create the piece of music for that act. This is done
using a varying set of tools (directional\/rejection, portals, speed up\/slow down, etc) and challenges (colors, splitting streams,
etc) in order to meet the requirements for each level. It should be noted that while this is a music game, it's NOT a rhythm
game.

While there's no demo, you can find the first 2 (or 3? I can't recall) Acts on the developer's website: 
http:\/\/www.cipherprime.com\/games\/auditorium which introduces the core concepts. It's how I was first exposed to it years
before it came out on Steam.

This isn't a game that I'd recommend sitting down and cranking through - you'll knock out a few levels, and then move on to
something else. It's not terribly difficult, but makes for an excellent, relaxing palete cleanser. Think "tablet game designed
before tablet games were a thing.". Auditorium is a satisfying little puzzler. Its mechanics are elegant, and initially relaxing.

The difficulty ramps up pretty quickly, though. About half-way through the puzzle list, puzzle solving becomes less about
having a moment of inspiration, and more about sliding the puzzle elements around the screen and seeing what happens.
Sometimes moving a puzzle element just one or two pixels can dramatically change what's happening on screen. At this point,
the game feels much less elegant, and more like a grind.

Still, auditorium has a certain charm, and memorable gameplay.. 7\/10

A relaxing musical puzzle game and a beautiful audio-visual experience.

A must have!. A very, very cool music-driven puzzler. The songs are very calming, and the puzzles are not overwhelming, but
very enjoyable to solve. Would have liked to have support for 1080p, things were a bit pixelated for me, but the music is the
main factor, not the visuals.

It is $6, which is amazing, you do not tend to get this good of a game for such a low price.

You won't regret buying this game!. A fun little puzzle game that encourages experimentation and making your own solution
instead of figuring out the specific solution devised by the devs like in most puzzle games. If you are unsure, there is a browser-
based demo at http:\/\/www.cipherprime.com\/games\/auditorium\/ so you can try it for yourself.

8\/10 Would buy again. Absolutely one of the best short time killers out there, limited number of rounds hampers replayability,
as well as the lack of score tracking, but it doesn't make it any less fun! The music (all made specifically for this game) deserves
a 10\/10 in its own right. The "puzzle" aspect is brilliant in its simplicity, but don't read that as [Easy], it can be deviously tricky,
and a lot of the time I just cross my fingers or "spray and pray".

Also this is a great game for the older community who like flashy graphics and an ultra-low learning curve. 100% would
recommend for your parents, for those who enjoy a classical soundtrack with their puzzle games, and anyone who just wants to
relax.

for bonus fun, treat the [finished] screans as roshak tests.. Not a bad game by design but I find it get's quite boring.
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A challenging and entertaining game. Most importantly, its not only a game, its art. it will give
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to your eyes and ears, you can see the art you make at the end of the levels and listen
to the music(as well as to each note separately)after completing a chapter, and its simply beautiful. I can't really explain it, you
need to see to know, its a wonderful and harmonic combination of image and sound, you can play just for the amusement this
game's beauty has to offer. I recommend it to casual players, puzzle lovers and art appreciators.. Encore un jeu trop peu connu
et qui m\u00e9riterait d'avoir une bonne place dans le panth\u00e9on des jeux ind\u00e9pendants. Ce jeu se destine plus
particuli\u00e8rement aux m\u00e9lomanes amateurs de puzzles. La lumi\u00e8re reposante et les musiques \u00e0 couper le
souffle en font un jeu parfait pour se d\u00e9tendre un bon coup. Pour les musiciens.

Another game too little known and which deserves a good look in the indie games Hall of Fame. This game aims more at music
and puzzles lovers. The soothing lights and the astonishing music makes this game perfect to relax for a moment. For
musicians.. I never expected Auditorium to be a puzzle game but rather a rhythm\/music game. The screenshots made me think
it was some kind of visual music player with gameplay elements added somewhere into the whole package. Like I said, I was
wrong. It's a pretty game (windowed; it's looks extremely blurry in full screen) where you shift around dots with arrows on them
to redirect a stream of grey colors. You can also increase the radius of the dots.
The idea is to get the stream across all colored bars at the same time, producing music. In order to do that, the stream has to
move in circles, to the left, right, you name it.
It's beautiful in motion, but placing the dots is clumsy. I frequently moved around the wrong dot and eventually had to restart the
level so I could see clearly again.
Also, like their other game Fractal, there's no tutorial. So it's up to the player to figure things out. That's not necessarily a bad
thing, but - there's always a but - not for a casual puzzle game like this.

[Rating: 68\/100]. Yes. Because yes.

This came out in 2008. I remember playing this in a browser, in 2008.
The moment I opened this game, I felt it. It's strange that this game gave me so much nostalgia for what it is. Just a simple
puzzle game? Maybe. The soundtrack, and the way this game hits the soul though. Or the heart, that works too.
This game is art built on art. If you like music, and you like puzzle games, this is something you gotta at least play some amount
of.. It's the perfect game to unwind with. Relaxing music and control over glowing lights. I imagine it'd be interesting to play
whilst high.. A simple and fun little game, that has music and colors.

It is not very hard but it is entertaining and relaxing.

The main problem I have with it is that, in being color based, better attention should have been given to color blindness. For that
reason, I couldn't continue playing.

5\/10. If you are ;eft wondering what this game is like, or what you do or how it works because of steams less than useless
screenshots and description, then the good news is that I\u2019m going to try and put into words just how great this game is.

Auditorium is a puzzle game, your goal for each level is to complete the music track,
You are given various different tools which affect your surroundings in various different ways. You use these to manipulate and
bend the colour in the level to fill up a kind of "meter". For example, you bend the red light to the red meter, and if the flow of
the light is constant enough (not just flicking it around), it will stay full.
Each meter plays a sound, and get increasingly louder as it gets fuller. Each colour makes a different sound when put into its
place, you fill all of them in the level and each sound will work together to create a piece of music.
Every level and every stage is different and you are slowly introduced to more tools and more colours to play around with.

The music in this game is great, it\u2019s calm and not to overpowering. The only downside in my eyes would be that if
you\u2019re stuck on a level, and I mean really stuck, it can get a little repetitive and annoying.
I won\u2019t lie, a few points during the game I wanted to mute the game completely because hearing the same chimes over and
over had really started to hurt my head. But then again, having the volume up fairly loud is no help.

It isn\u2019t all that long of a game, but for me it was a good length, I didn't get bored before the finish and I didn't end up
saying "that it?", seeing as there isn\u2019t a storyline to keep me hooked. I think the length of the game was reasonable.
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All in all, the game is great. Cipher prime really know how to make great puzzle games with wonderful visuals. I would
recommend this to anyone.
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